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Abstract

Should social scientists research the multiple 
traditions of liberalism, republicanism, and 
authoritarianism, since each is known to be a 
long-term element within the culture?  

Is republicanism unimportant in the face of the 
well-known liberal tradition?! 



Abstract

To attempt to answer these questions, 

I will operationalize three major elements of the culture: 
liberalism, republicanism, and authoritarianism.  

I will apply the codes for the elements that are enumerated 
in this paper to data I gathered in regards to the Patriot Act.  

If there are significant matches on republicanism, then social 
scientists should begin to explore the American political 
culture in a new and invigorating data-driven approach by 
means of multiple traditions.



Literature

America’s culture consists of multiple political traditions (Bellah, 
Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1985; Smith, 1993, 1997; Abbott, 
1999, 2005, 2010; Hero, 2003; Stears, 2007; Ericson, 1993).  

Yet, culture research lacks the denotation for how each element 
within America’s culture is independent from the other major 
elements.

There is no positive culture examination regarding the power each 
tradition is expected to fortify and maintain as a response to a 
singular topic.  

“We reflect on the waters of America’s culture, 
but we don’t go fishing.” 



Republicanism

• Historically, “Lincoln’s alternative produced something wholly 
unaccounted for in Hartz’s [Liberal] analysis: a normative revolution 
that carried a triumphant political revolution in its train” (Katznelson
and Milner, 2002, 730). 

• “The end of the Civil War and Lincoln’s tragic death marked the 
watershed between American republicanism and pluralism. Yet, 
republican themes persisted in American political thought, and the 
nation’s republican past continued to provide Americans with a 
critical perspective on their pluralistic politics. Republican ‘revivals,’ 
moreover, occurred during the Progressive era and the 1960s” 
(Ericson, 2993).



Republican Revival?

We might be able to ascertain if there is 

a republican revival “on”…. if we 

examine the republican element of the 

culture!



Multiple Traditions
• Rogers Smith (1993, 1997) advances that “three political traditions” affect American 

culture and provide a diverse political environment (i.e., Multiple Traditions). 

• First, there is Hartz’s interpretation of liberalism with some historical and artifact 
corrections to clarify. 

• Second, there is a republican tradition in American politics following Bailyn and 
Pocock. 

• Finally, there is an inegalitarian, ascriptive Americanism that occurs as a dictatorial 
form of authoritarianism.  Evidence of segregation, discrimination, and racism have 
remained and still remain in the voice of some people and on some issues in politics. 

• However, the multiple traditions debate remains heated in part because it has been 
difficult to ascertain where “liberalism stops and other political traditions start” 
(Stears 2007, 24).  

• Further, no one has set down the core values of the elements in order to accomplish 
a data-driven approach to evaluate the elements as independent variables within an 
united culture, though researchers are calling for such a task (Hero, 2003). 



Signals of Authoritarianism

1. The Panopticon Effect

(domination as power holders against non-power holders)

2. Discretionary Civil Liberties

(abandoning protection from government)

3. Discretionary Civil Rights

(abandoning protection for all to participate equally)

4. Stationary Ruler

(degrees on authoritarian rule from benevolent to totalitarian)



Signals of Liberalism

5. Advancement of liberal values

6.  Admonishment of severe illiberal values

7. Advancement of representative democracy to enable a stable regime

8. Advancement of capitalism

9. Hartz’s toolkit



Signals of Republicanism

10. Enforce non-domination

11. Local organizations [not localist]

12. Equitable civil rights

13. Grassroots civil liberties

14. Fair Economy for a Common Good

15. Self-Government in an Extended Republic



Measurement Tools

The Operationalization of the American Culture Elements 

[Variable 2]
• Organize the sentences in Excel chronologically by date (oldest to newest) 

to account for Time.  

• A sample of fifty-one articles will provide fifty-one time periods 

• Sentences are coded, qualitatively, the matched expressions of signals 1-15

• Quantitative matrix of political time and an Element’s independent Space
• Three distinct political spaces that are divided into sub-spaces on elements of culture 

(Table 1).  

• “highest count” regarding one of the fifteen possible signals in BOLD. 



Measurement Tools

Variable 1 is observable when the researcher answers, “On its face, 
is the sentence about the Patriot Act advocating ‘for repeal’ (1) or not 
(0).” 

• After each sentence is coded, then we may run a correlation test 
between Variable 1 and 2 in order to measure support for and 
opposition to the Patriot Act per element of the culture.  

• may be helpful in pinpointing divides or universal support within 
each element.

• May help to understand times of contestation displayed in the Matrix 
results on Variable 2.



Matrix



Matrix



Matrix



Table 2

Correlation Test

Matrix and Correlation Test (Tables 1& 2) were presented at AABSS 2015, Poster.



In Conclusion

Research Multiple Traditions in a data-driven approach

1. public records, debates, analysis, laws, public opinion

2. Reflect on the culture and deduce new hypotheses.  

3. Republicanism is not unimportant!?  Revival?  Revolution?

“Explore the American political culture 

in a new and invigorating data-driven approach.“


